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The genome-wide characteristics and admixture history of the Tai-Kadai-

speaking populations are essential for understanding the population genetic

diversity in southern China. We genotyped about 700,000 single nucleotide

polymorphisms (SNPs) of 239 individuals from six Tai-Kadai-speaking

populations residing in the mountainous Guizhou Province of southwestern

China. We merged the genome-wide data with available populations and

ancients in East and Southeast Asia to infer Tai-Kadai-speaking populations’

admixture history and genetic structure. We observed a genetic substructure

within the studied six populations in the PCA, ADMIXTURE, ChromoPainter,

GLOBETROTTER, f-statistics, and qpWave analysis. The Dong, Zhuang, and

Bouyei people had a strong genetic affinity with other Tai-Kadai-speaking

and Austronesian groups in the surrounding area. However, Gelao showed

an affinity to Sino-Tibetan groups, and Mulao people were genetically close

to Hmong-Mien populations. qpAdm further illuminated that Gelao and

Dong_Tongren composited more Han-related ancestry than Dong, Zhuang,

Bouyei, and Mulao people. Meanwhile, we observed high frequencies of

Y-chromosome haplogroup O in studied Tai-Kadai-speaking groups except

for Gelao people with a high haplogroup N frequency. From the maternal side,

haplogroup M7 was frequent in studied populations except for Tongren Dong,

who had a high frequency of haplogroup B5. Our newly reported data are

helpful for further exploring population dynamics in southern China.
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Introduction

With the advent of genome-wide array genotyping and
next-generation sequencing, the genetic history of East Asian
populations has been finely reconstructed in the past decade.
Previous studies have shown that after the separation of the
northern and southern East Asian populations, the southern
East Asian populations were further divided geographically
into two genetic lineages corresponding to inland and coastal
regions (Huang et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2020). Northern
China was suggested to be the origin center of modern
Sino-Tibetan languages and populations. While southern China
was the homeland of multiple ethnic groups, including the
ancestral groups of contemporary Hmong- Mien-, Tai- Kadai-,
Austroasiatic-, and Austronesian-speaking populations. The
high degrees of linguistic, cultural, and ethnic diversity in
southern China make the region a focus for studying the
historical evolution of these populations (Ning et al., 2020;
Wang C. C. et al., 2021). The Tai-Kadai-speaking people were
one of the main ethnic groups in southern East Asia. The
short tandem repeat (STR), insertion-deletion polymorphism
(Indel), and uniparental haplogroups have been used to explore
the origin, genetic structure, and admixture history of this
population (Deng et al., 2013; Ji et al., 2017; Guo et al., 2019;
He et al., 2019; Luo et al., 2019; Ren et al., 2019; Xu et al., 2019;
Sun et al., 2021). However, the population history of Tai-Kadai
groups is far from clear due to the very limited resolution of the
STR, Indel, and uniparental markers.

The ancient genomics has reconstructed the deep
demographic history of East Asia and discovered a possible
ancestor of southern Chinese related to the farmers in the
Yangtze River Basin during the Neolithic period, which has
made an important contribution to the genetic formation of the
Austronesian-and Tai-Kadai-speaking populations (Wang C. C.
et al., 2021). A recent study of the ancient genome in southern
China found that the ancestors of the Tai-Kadai-speaking
populations can be traced back to the BaBanQinCen people
1,500 years ago (Wang T. et al., 2021). The genetic profile of the
Hainan Li from the southernmost part of China was less affected
by Neolithic agricultural expansion or historical migration from
northern China (He et al., 2020). Since the multiple southward
expansion and migration of rice farming populations, the
formation of the modern Southeast Asian people was greatly
influenced by the populations from southern China (Lipson
et al., 2018; Bin et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2021; Wang T. et al.,
2021; Chen et al., 2022). Previous studies found a close genetic
relationship between the Tai-Kadai-and Austronesian-speaking
populations in Thailand by mitochondrial DNA (Kutanan et al.,
2018), which further indicated a close relationship between the
proto-Tai-Kadai and Austronesian-speaking people (Kutanan
et al., 2021). According to archeology, the Tai-Kadai speakers
were the indigenous people in southern China. However, the
Tai-Kadai ethnic group is adjacent to the Hmong- Mien-,

Austroasiatic-and Austronesian-speaking populations, and
its origin and relationship are difficult to determine. The
previous studies of the Tai-Kadai-speaking populations with
high-density SNPs are mainly based on scattered geographical
locations and a small number of samples. Given the limited
exploration of genetic structure and admixture history for the
Tai-Kadai group via STR, SNP, and Indel, we here collected the
genome-wide data of the Zhuang, Dong, Bouyei, Mulao, Gelao,
and other ethnic groups in different areas from Guizhou of
southwest China and further clarified the demographic history
of the inland Tai-Kadai-speaking population. The linguistic
information for the samples was listed in Supplementary
Table 1. Among the studied groups, Bouyei and Zhuang are the
Tai branch, Dong belongs to the Kam-Sui branch, and Gelao
and Majiang Mulao belong to the Kra branch.

Materials and methods

Sample collection

We collected saliva samples from 239 individuals from
the Tai-Kadai-speaking populations in Guizhou, southwest
China. There were 50 individuals of Congjiang Zhuang in
southeastern Guizhou (Zhuang_Congjiang), 51 individuals
of Guanling Bouyei (Bouyei_Guanling), 22 individuals of
Majiang Mulao in southeastern Guizhou (Mulao_Majiang,

), 48 individuals of Liping Dong in southeastern Guizhou
(Dong_Liping), 20 individuals of Dong in Dong_Tongren, and
48 individuals of Wuchuan Gelao in Zunyi (Gelao_Wuchuan).
The geographical locations of the above six populations
are shown in Supplementary Figure 1. Participants whose
parents and grandparents are indigenous people reside in
Guizhou for at least three generations and should have no
consanguineous marriage with other groups. The Medical Ethics
Committee of Guizhou Medical University approved the study
(2019 Ethics Approval Document No. 74). We followed the
recommendations provided by the revised Helsinki Declaration
of 2000. All the participants signed written informed consent
before participating in the study.

We further calculated the kinship coefficient via the
KING software (Yang et al., 2011) using options “−
kingship−degree 3.” We used PLINK v1.9 (Purcell et al.,
2007) with the option “−missing” to calculate the SNP
calling rate for each individual and “−remove” to exclude
the individuals with the lowest SNP calling rate. We also
excluded individuals with up to third-degree kinship with
other collected samples (kinship coefficient > 0.125). A total of
222 unrelated samples were retained, including 43 individuals
of Gelao_Wuchuan, 27 individuals of Zhuang_Congjiang,
45 individuals of Bouyei_Guanling, 28 individuals of
Mulao_Majiang, 46 individuals of Dong_Liping, and 18
individuals of Dong_Wanshn.
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Deoxyribonucleic acid extraction,
quantification, and array genotyping

Genomic DNA was extracted by QIAamp DNA Blood
Mini kit (QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany) and quantified by
the Nanodrop-2000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific,
Wilmington, DE, United States). We genotyped the genome-
wide SNPs using the Infinium Global Screening Array,
which included a total of 699,537 SNPs from the autosome,
Y-chromosome, and mitochondrial DNA.

Reference datasets and data merging

The genome-wide SNP data of the Tai-Kadai-speaking
populations were merged with the reference dataset, including
1240K and Human Origin (HO) included in the Allen Ancient
DNA Resource (AADR)1 (Patterson et al., 2012; Lipson et al.,
2018; McColl et al., 2018; Liu D. et al., 2020; Ning et al.,
2020; Yang et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2022). We generated two
combined datasets covering 187,644 (1240K dataset) and 71,810
(HO-dataset) SNPs. The 1240K dataset has more SNPs than
the HO dataset, but the HO dataset included more present-day
reference populations than the 1240K, such as Maonan, Tibetan,
Dong_Guizhou, Han, and others from China.

Statistical analysis

Principal component analysis and admixture
Based on the HO dataset, we carried out PCA via the

smartpca program of the EIGENSOFT v.6.1.4 (Patterson et al.,
2006) package with default parameters and lsqproject: “YES.”
We used the PLINK v.1.9 (Purcell et al., 2007) with the
additional parameters “−indep-200 25 0.4” (Chang et al., 2015)
to remove SNPs in strong linkage disequilibrium. Model-based
clustering analysis was performed via ADMIXTURE v.1.3.0
(Alexander et al., 2009) based on the HO dataset with default
parameters running 15 replicates from K = 2 to 8.

f-statistics
Based on the 1240K dataset, we conducted a series of

f3/f4-statistics using the qp3Pop and qpDstat programs of
ADMIXTOOLS (Patterson et al., 2012) with default parameters
and estimated standard errors by the default blocked jackknife
approach. We used the qp3Pop program to calculate the
outgroup-f3-statistics in the form of f3(Population X, Tai-
Kadai; Outgroup) using the default parameters to evaluate
the shared genetic drift between Population X and Tai-Kadai-
speaking populations since their separation from the Outgroup

1 https://reich.hms.harvard.edu/datasets

population. We also used the qp3pop to carry out the admixture-
f3-statistics in the form of f3 (Tai-Kadai; Source 1, Source
2) to explore the admixture signals in the studied Tai-Kadai
populations with different East and Southeast Asian ancestral
source candidates, in which the Z-score < −3 denoted that
Source 1 or Source 2 are related to the source populations
that formed the Tai-Kadai groups. We computed the f4 (X,
Outgroup; Y, Z) to formally test whether Population X shares
more alleles with Y or Z, which could help determine the
direction of gene flow.

qpWave and qpAdm
We used qpWave and qpAdm (Haak et al., 2015) as

implemented in the ADMIXTOOLS package to detect the
minimum number of ancestral populations and quantitatively
estimate corresponding admixture proportions based on
the 1240K dataset. We also conducted a pairwise qpWave
analysis to see whether the studied populations were genetic
heterogeneous or homogeneous.

ALDER
We used ALDER (Loh et al., 2013) to estimate the time of

admixtures by assuming a generation time of 28 years based
on the 1240K dataset. The newly studied groups were regarded
as the “admixpop” (admixed population), and the remaining
present-day East and Southeast Asian populations were used as
the “refpops” (reference populations).

TreeMix and haplotype-based fine-scale
population structure

We ran TreeMix v1.13 (Pickrell and Pritchard, 2012) to
infer the patterns of population splits and admixtures between
our target populations and multiple ancestral populations. We
used SHAPEIT v2 (Browning and Browning, 2011) to phase
the genome-wide data and then used ChromoPainter v2 and
FINESTRUCTURE v2 (Hellenthal et al., 2014) to explore the
coincidence matrix based on the 1240K dataset. The haplotype
sharing method is detecting the signal of recent genetic contact
or common ancestor to combine continuous markers of linkage
disequilibrium into haplotypes, improving the ability to dissect
the fine-scale population structure and giving new insights into
the demographic history.

Y-chromosome and mtDNA
Based on the Illumina array, we genotyped the

lineage-informative SNPs (LISNPs) in mitochondrial
DNA and Y-chromosome using an in-house script
following the recommendations of the International
Society of Genetic Genealogy2 and mtDNA tree Build 173

(van Oven and Kayser, 2009).

2 http://www.isogg.org/

3 http://phylotree.org/
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Results

Fine-scale genetic structure of the
Tai-Kadai-speaking populations in
Guizhou

We have generated genome-wide data on approximately
700,000 SNPs for 222 Tai-Kadai-speaking individuals in
Southwest China Guizhou Province. We merged our data
with modern and ancient published populations. We first
carried out a PC1-PC2 and PC1-PC3 to understand the
general patterns of relatedness between the Tai-Kadai-speaking
populations in Guizhou and the ancient and modern groups
of East and Southeast Asia (Figure 1). The studied Tai-Kadai-
speaking populations in Guizhou are marked in red. In the
PC1-PC2 dimension, the Gelao_Wuchuan samples clustered
with modern Han Chinese and the ancient millet farming
populations in the Middle and Late Neolithic Yellow River
Basin, indicating the Gelao_Wuchuan are genetically close to
the Sino-Tibetan populations. The Dong_Tongren clustered
with Guizhou Mongolians, Chuanqing, and She people in
Southern China. The Dong_Liping and Bouyei_Guanling
groups clustered with the present-day Tai-Kadai-speaking
populations, ancient historical groups in Southern China, for
example, BaBanQinCen, Layi, LaCen, Shenxian, Xitoucun,
the Iron Age ancient samples in Thailand, and the Neolithic
and Bronze Ages ancients in Vietnam. The Mulao_Majiang
clustered with the Miao_Leishan in Guizhou, and PaThen
in Vietnam, implying the population has the closest genetic
relationship with the Hmong-Mien-speaking populations. The
Zhuang_Congjiang are close to Tai-Kadai-speaking populations
but quite scattered in the plot, showing the possible genetic
influence from surrounding various populations. In the
PC1–PC3 dimension, the clusters of Zhuang_Congjiang and
Mulao_Majiang were consistent with clustering pattern

of PC1-PC2, and other studied groups clustered with
Tai-Kadai-and Sino-Tibetan-speaking populations.

We conducted an ADMIXTURE clustering analysis
using the HO dataset to dissect the genetic composition of
our studied populations. We provided an ADMIXTURE
analysis with K from 2 to 6 in Supplementary Figure 2.
We observed the lowest cross-validation error was 0.5204 at
K = 4. At K = 4, we observed four ancestry components in
the Tai-Kadai-speaking populations in Guizhou Province
(Figure 2): the blue component mainly found in the
Hmong-Mien-speaking populations; the pink component
enriched in the Austronesian-speaking populations in
Southeast Asia; the purple component primarily present
in the ancient samples of Northern East Asia and modern
Sino-Tibetans; the yellow component mainly detected in
present-day Austroasiatic-speaking populations and the ancient
samples in southern China and Southeast Asia. We observed
a genetic substructure in our newly genotyped Tai-Kadai
groups. The Mulao_Majiang and Zhuang_Congjiang are
genetically similar, showing an affinity with Hmong-Mien
speaking populations. The Bouyei_Guanling and Dong_Liping
clustered together with other published Tai-Kadai groups such
as Li, Maonan, Sui, and Dong with increasing amounts of
Austronesian-related components. The Gelao_Wuchuan and
Dong_Tongren clustered with southern Han Chinese with
amounts of Sino-Tibetan-related components.

We applied the haplotype sharing method to dissect a
fine-scale population structure using the 1240K dataset. We
observed a genetic substructure in studied Tai-Kadai groups
based on the pairwise coincidence matrix (Figure 3). We
found the Gelao_Wuchuan mainly clustered with Guizhou
local Han Chinese, while the Dong_Tongren and Dong_Liping
clustered together with Guizhou Dong, Guizhou Mongolian and
Sui people. The Mulao_Majiang and Bouyei_Guanling mainly
clustered closely together to Tai-Kadai speaking Maonan people.

FIGURE 1

Principal component analysis between the Tai-Kadai-speaking group in Guizhou and other references.
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FIGURE 2

HO-SNP-based ADMIXTURE analysis showed the admixture composition of the Tai-Kadai-speaking in Guizhou and other references (K = 4).

The Zhuang_Congjiang clustered together with Hmong-Mien
speaking groups in Guizhou.

Genetic relationship between Guizhou
Tai-Kadai-speaking populations and
other East and Southeast Asians

To explore the relationship between the studied populations
and other East and Southeast Asians, we measured the shared
genetic drift and possible gene flow via f3-and f4- statistics. The
outgroup-f3 statistics were carried out in the form of f3 (X, Tai-
Kadai; Outgroup), in which Population X represents the ancient
and modern populations in East and Southeast Asia. We showed
the results of outgroup-f3 statistics in Figure 4.

The Bouyei_Guanling shared more genetic drift with the
Austronesian speaking Ami from the southeast coast of China
(f3 = 0.3186), the Hmong-Mien speaking Dongjia, Gejia, and
Yao_Libo from Guizhou (f3 = 0.3176, 0.3165, and 0.3164,
respectively) and the ancient BaBanQinCen samples from
Guangxi 1,500 years ago (f3 = 0.3164). The Dong_Liping
shared more genetic drift with the Hmong-Mien speaking

Yao_Libo, Gejia, Miao_Leishan, and Dongjia from Guizhou
(f3 = 0.3191, 0.3181, 0.3180, and 0.3180, respectively) and
Ami (f3 = 0.3183). The Dong_Tongren shared more genetic
drift with Hmong-Mien speaking Yao_Libo, Gejia, Miao,
Dongjia, and Xijia (f3 = 0.3163, 0.3160, 0.3155, 0.3155, and
0.3151, respectively), Ami (f3 = 0.3157), and southern Han
(f3 = 0.3148). The Gelao_Wuchuan shared more genetic drift
with the southern Han (f3 = 0.3147), She (f3 = 0.3144),
and Ami (f3 = 0.3144). The Zhuang_Congjiang shared more
genetic drift with the Hmong-Mien speaking Yao_Libo, Gejia,
Dongjia, and Miao_Leishan (f3 = 0.3200, 0.3188, 0.3183, and
0.3181, respectively) and Ami (f3 = 0.3180). The Mulao_Majiang
shared more genetic drift with Hmong-Mien speaking Yao_Libo
and Gejia (f3 = 0.3238 and 0.3218, respectively), the ancient
GaoHuaHua from Guangxi (f3 = 0.3211), and Hmong-Mien
speaking Dongjia and Miao_Leishan (f3 = 0.3209 and 0.3207,
respectively). From outgroup-f3 statistics, we observed a
close genetic relationship between the Tai-Kadai-speaking
and the local Hmong-Mien-speaking populations in Guizhou.
Mulao_Majiang was clustered with CoLao (Gelao from
Vietnam), both influenced much from the Hmong-Mien
populations, might also indicated the affinity of Majiang Mulao
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FIGURE 3

Fine-scale population structure based on the pairwise coincidence matrix.

to the Kra branch. We also found that Gelao_Wuchuan
and Dong_Tongren shared more genetic drift with the
southern Han Chinese.

Genetic substructure of the
Tai-Kadai-speaking populations in
Guizhou

To further explore the influence of gene flow from
surrounding populations, we performed the f4 statistics in
the form of f4 (X, Outgroup; Y, Z). The results are shown
in Supplementary Table 2. Dai, Ami, Yao, and Southern
Han were regarded as the representative populations of the
Tai-Kadai, Austronesian, Hmong-Mien-speaking populations,
and Han Chinese in Southern China, respectively. We found
Zhuang_Congjiang, Dong_Liping, and Mulao_Majiang shared
more alleles with the Hmong-Mien-speaking Yao people than

with other East Asians, including Dai, Ami, and Southern Han,
as shown in the Z-score > 3 in the f4 (Zhuang/Dong/Mulao,
Mbuti; Yao_Libo, Z). While the other two Tai-Kadai-speaking
populations, Dong_Tongren and Gelao_Wuchuan, shared more
alleles with the Yao, Han, and Ami than with Dai, which
means that these two populations are less affected by the
Tai-Kadai-speaking populations.

We next used the pairwise f4(X, Outgroup; Tai-Kadai1,
Tai-Kadai2) to investigate whether there are genetic differences
among Tai-Kadai-speaking populations in Guizhou and showed
the results in Supplementary Table 3.

In the f4(X, Mbuti; Bouyei_Guanling, other Tai-Kadai
groups), we found Sino-Tibetan related populations, including
Han Chinese and ancient Yellow River farmers, shared more
alleles with Dong_Liping, Dong_Tongren, Gelao_Wuchuan,
Mulao_Majiang, and Sui_Sandu than with Bouyei_Guanling.
While Austronesian speaking Ami and Tai-Kadai speaking
Dai shared more alleles with Bouyei_Guanling than with
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FIGURE 4

Genetic relation between Guizhou Tai-Kadai-speaking population and reference populations based on outgroup-f3 statistics.

Mulao_Majiang, Gelao_Wuchuan, and Dong_Tongren. We
also found Hmong-Mien speaking groups shared more
alleles with Dong_Liping, Mulao_Majiang, Sui_Sandu,
and Zhuang_Congjiang than with Bouyei_Guanling, but
Hmong-Mien groups shared more alleles with Bouyei_Guanling
than with Gelao_Wuchuan.

In the f4(X, Mbuti; Dong_Liping, other Tai-Kadai groups),
we found Austronesian, Hmong-Mien, and Tai-Kadai speaking
populations shared more alleles with Dong_Liping than with
Dong_Tongren and Gelao_Wuchuan. While Sino-Tibetan-
related populations, including Han Chinese and ancient Yellow
River farmers, shared more alleles with Dong_Liping than
with Zhuang_Congjiang, Sui_Sandu, and Mulao_Majiang, but
shared fewer alleles than with Gelao_Wuchuan. We also
detected that Hmong-Mien groups shared more alleles with
Mulao_Majiang than with Dong_Liping.

In the f4(X, Mbuti; Gelao_Wuchuan, other Tai-Kadai
groups), we found Sino-Tibetan related populations, including

Han Chinese and ancient Yellow River farmers, shared more
alleles with Gelao_Wuchuan than with Dong_Tongren,
Mulao_Majiang, Sui_Sandu, and Zhuang_Congjiang, but
Austronesian, Hmong-Mien, and Tai-Kadai speaking
populations shared more alleles with Dong_Tongren,
Mulao_Majiang, Sui_Sandu, and Zhuang_Congjiang than
with Gelao_Wuchuan.

In the f4(X, Mbuti; Mulao_Majiang, other Tai-Kadai
groups), we found Hmong-Mien speaking populations
shared more alleles with Mulao_Majiang than with
Dong_Tongren, Sui_Sandu, and Zhuang_Congjiang.
Austronesian and Tai-Kadai speaking populations shared
more alleles with Sui_Sandu than with Mulao_Majiang.
Sino-Tibetan-related populations, including Han Chinese
and ancient Yellow River farmers, shared more alleles
with Dong_Tongren than Mulao_Majiang, but Tai-Kadai
groups shared more alleles with Mulao_Majiang than
with Dong_Tongren.
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FIGURE 5

Genetic splits and admixture pattern of Guizhou Tai-Kadai-speaking and reference populations.

In the f4(X, Mbuti; Zhuang_Congjiang, other Tai-
Kadai groups), we found Austronesian, Hmong-Mien, and
Tai-Kadai speaking populations shared more alleles with
Zhuang_Congjiang than with Dong_Tongren, but Sino-Tibetan
related populations including Han Chinese and ancient Yellow
River farmers shared fewer alleles with Zhuang_Congjiang than
with Dong_Tongren. Austronesian and Tai-Kadai speaking
populations shared fewer alleles with Zhuang_Congjiang than
with Sui_Sandu.

In the f4(X, Mbuti; Dong_Tongren, Sui_Sandu), we
found Sino-Tibetan related populations, including Han
Chinese and ancient Yellow River farmers, shared more
alleles with Dong_Tongren than with Sui_Sandu, but
Austronesian, Hmong-Mien, and Tai-Kadai related ancient, and
present-day populations shared more alleles with Sui_Sandu
than with Dong_Tongren.

We next applied qpWave analysis to pairwisely determine
if the two populations are consistent in deriving from
a single source. We used Mbuti, Yana_UP, Ust_Ishim,
Kolyma_M, Tianyuan, Liangdao2, AR_EN, Longlin, Papuan,
and GaoHuaHua as outgroups. We found a significant genetic
difference between any pairs of the studied populations
(Supplementary Table 4, p_rank0 < 0.05).

The above f4 statistics and qpWave analysis showed a
genetic substructure among the Tai-Kadai-speaking populations
in Guizhou. There are genetic differences among the same
ethnic groups in different regions.

Inferring the genetic admixture of the
Guizhou Tai-Kadai-speaking people

We ran TreeMix analysis to infer the pattern of population
splits and admixtures based on genome-wide allele frequency
data and showed the results in Figure 5. We observed the
Dong in southeastern Guizhou, Mulao, Hmong-Mien-speaking
populations, Zhuang_Congjiang, Bouyei_Guanling, and other
Tai-Kadai-speaking populations clustered together into a
branch. While Gelao_Wuchuan and Dong_Tongren clustered
with Sino-Tibetan groups as another branch. We detected
gene flows from Hmong-Mien groups to Dong_Tongren, to
Dong_Liping, and also to Sui and Dai people.

We used all possible reference populations as genetic sources
(Source 1 and Source 2) to detect the possible admixture
signals in each studied Guizhou Tai-Kadai-speaking population
via admixture-f3-statistics in the form of f3(Tai-Kadai; Source
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FIGURE 6

Two-way admixture models showed the admixture landscape of the Guizhou Tai-Kadai-speaking population.

1, Source 2). We showed the results in Supplementary
Table 5. We observed the pairs of a Hmong-Mien group
with Yellow River farmers or Han Chinese could generate
the most significant negative f3 values for Gelao_Wuchuan,
Dong_Liping, Mulao_Majiang, and Dong_Tongren.

We further used qpAdm analysis to calculate the admixture
proportion of the Guizhou Tai-Kadai-speaking populations.
The Neolithic millet farming population (YR_MN) in the
Yellow River Basin was used to represent the ancestors of
Sino-Tibetans, and the Atayal was used to represent the
lineage of the southern East Asians. As shown in Figure 6,
the proportions of Yellow River farmer-related ancestry
in Bouyei_Guanling, Zhuang_Congjiang, Dong_Liping,
Mulao_Majiang, Dong_Tongren, and Gelao_Wuchuan are
24.7, 30.3, 41, 47.1, 56.3, and 70.1%, respectively, and the rest
of the ancestry was from Atayal related southern East Asians.
The Gelao_Wuchuan and Dong_Tongren contained a large
proportion of the ancestry related to Yellow River farmers,
which is close to the proportion in modern Han populations
(62.4–81.4%). However, the proportions of Yellow River farmer-
related ancestry in other Tai-Kadai-speaking populations are
all less than 50%, confirming a genetic substructure in the
Tai-Kadai populations.

We investigated the approximate admixture date based
on the decay of admixture-induced linkage disequilibrium
(Supplementary Table 6). We observed admixture signals
between Tai-Kadai and Sino-Tibetan, Hmong-Mien or
Austroasiatic groups. The genetic influences from Tibeto-
Burman, Tujia, Naxi, and Yi groups to Tai-Kadai-speakers were
suggested to have happened before 1,000 years. We also detected
admixture events between Bouyei_Guanling, Dong_Liping,
Mulao_Majiang and Han Chinese ∼200∼3,000 years ago.
All studied Tai-Kadai-speaking populations are affected by

the gene flow of Hmong-Mien-speaking populations in
different periods. For example, Bouyei and Gelao groups were
affected by Hmong-Mien populations at an earlier time (about
1,000∼6,200 years) than other groups. In the recent hundred
years, there was an admixture event between Zhuang_Congjiang
and Austroasiatic speaking Kinh.

Haplogroup frequency distribution of
mitochondrial deoxyribonucleic acid
and Y-chromosome

The patrilineal Y-chromosome haplogroups of each ethnic
group are diverse. As shown in Supplementary Table 7,
we observed high frequencies of the haplogroup O in
Guizhou Tai-Kadai populations except for the Gelao_Wuchuan.
The haplogroup O1a1a-P203.2 has the highest frequency in
Bouyei (94.12%), haplogroup O2a2a-M188 has the highest
frequency in Zhuang (72.41%), haplogroup O1a1a-P203.2 has
the highest frequency in Mulao (97.12%), haplogroup O1a1a-
P203.2, O1a2-M103, and O2a1a-F3143 are the most frequent
lineage in Dong_Liping (15.38%), haplogroup D1a1a-F3306,
O1b1a-M1470, and O2a2a-M188 have the highest frequency
in Dong_Tongren (20%). In comparison, N1b1b-Y23802 is
the most frequent haplogroup in Gelao_Wuchuan (57.58%).
The haplogroups with the highest frequencies among the
Bouyei, Mulao, and Dong_Liping are also commonly found in
other Tai-Kadai-speaking populations. The haplogroups of the
Gelao_Wuchuan are mainly from the north of East Asia.

From the maternal mitochondrial DNA side, we observed
the high frequency of haplogroup M7 in all the populations
except the Dong_Tongren. The highest frequencies of M7 were
found in Bouyei_Guanling and Mulao_Majiang, which were
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26.67 and 25.64%, respectively. The frequencies of haplogroup
M7 and C7 in Gelao_Wuchuan were the highest; both are
12.24%. Haplogroup D4, F1, M7, and B4 appeared at high
frequencies in Zhuang_Congjiang, while B5, B4, M7, and F1
appeared at high frequencies in Dong_Liping. Haplogroup B5
occurred at the highest frequency of 20% in Dong_Tongren.
The matrilineal haplogroups of the Guizhou Tai-Kadai-speaking
populations in our study are dominated by the specific lineages
in Southern East Asia.

Discussion

Southern China was suggested as the birthplace of the
Tai-Kadai-speaking populations. The rice farmers in Southern
China had continuously migrated southward to Southeast Asia,
such as Thailand and Vietnam, since the Middle Neolithic
(Lipson et al., 2018; Kutanan et al., 2019). In addition, the
southward migration of the millet farming populations and
Han Chinese from the Yellow River further contributed to the
abundant genetic diversity in southern China (Chi and Hung,
2015). From the end of the Warring States period to the Qin
and Han Dynasties, the ancestors of the Tai-Kadai-speaking
populations were called "Baiyue". During the Han Dynasty, the
military-civilian of the Central Plain entered the Baiyue area,
and contacted and communicated with various southern tribes.
The present-day Tai-Kadai-speaking people living in Guizhou
include a variety of ethnic groups, such as Dong, Bouyei, Sui,
Gelao, Zhuang, Mulao, Maonan, and so on.

Previous studies have also observed extensive genetic
admixture between the Han Chinese and southern aborigines
(Wen et al., 2004; He et al., 2020). The results of autosomal,
X, and Y chromosomal STR showed a close genetic
relationship between the Guizhou Tai-Kadai-speaking people
and neighboring Tai-Kadai-and Hmong-Mien-speaking
populations. For example, the Guizhou Dong is closely related
to the Guizhou Bouyei and Han (Zhang, 2015; Feng et al.,
2020; Liu Y. et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2021). However, the genetic
diversity and population history of the Tai-Kadai populations
are far from clear due to the limited sampling and the low
resolution of genetic markers.

In this study, we synthetically analyzed the high-density
SNP variation data of the Tai-Kadai-speaking populations
in Guizhou. We combined it with the genome-wide data of
both ancient and modern populations to explore the fine-
scale genetic structure and admixture history. We detected
Zhuang_Congjiang, Bouyei_Guanling, and Dong_Liping
derived ancestry mainly from an ancestral lineage related
to the present-day Tai-Kadai-speaking populations, which
is consistent with their linguistic classification. This type
of Tai-Kadai related ancestry can be traced back to at least
1,500 years ago represented by the ancient BaBanQinCen
sample in Guangxi. Wang T. et al. (2021) also revealed

that the Tai-Kadai and Austronesian populations shared a
common ancestor who might be related to the Neolithic rice
farmers in the Yangtze River basin. The current study found
that Zhuang, Dong, and Bouyei people shared more alleles
with Austronesian populations such as Ami and Atayal than
Hmong-Mien, Austroasiatic-, and Austronesian-speaking
populations, supporting the common origin of Tai-Kadai and
Austronesian populations.

We also observed a genetic substructure in the Tai-
Kadai populations of Guizhou, mainly caused by the different
proportions of Yellow River farmer-related ancestry in different
populations. Tai-Kadai populations in Guizhou also were largely
affected by the gene flow from the Hmong-Mien and Sino-
Tibetan related groups. For example, unlike other Tai-Kadai
groups, Gelao_Wuchuan and Dong_Tongren are closer to Sino-
Tibetan populations. The genetic substructure implied that the
surrounding populations had played an important role in the
genetic formation of the Tai-Kadai groups. According to the
migration routes of Tai-Kadai speaking peoples, we speculated
that Tai-Kadai peoples were continuously influenced by Han
and Hmong-Mien speaking groups during the migration from
Southeast to Southwest China.

The Majiang Mulao people were officially classified as
Mulam, but they claimed to be Miao or Bouyei people.
We found Majiang Mulao samples were genetically closer
to the Hmong-Mien groups, while Mulam ( ) people
were more closely related to Tai-Kadai-speakers (Wu, 1995),
providing genetic evidence for understanding the relationship
of Mulao and Mulam.

The Wuchuan Gelao in our study showed genetic affinity
with Han Chinese groups, suggesting the possible influence
from Han Chinese to Gelao. But we note that although
Wuchuan is the county with largest official Gelao ethnic
population, no Gelao-speaking people are left there now. Many
Han people changed the ethnicity to Gelao in the recent 40 years.
Therefore, some of the sampled Wùchuân Gelao people in our
study may also be from the Han descendants.
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